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o the uninitiated, Japanese planes raise many questions.
Why use a wooden plane when less-finicky metal tools
are available? Why use a plane that requires lots of prep

work? And why does the tool require a pull, not a push, stroke?
Good questions all. Truth be told, I use both Western and Japan-

ese planes. Metal Western planes make some jobs easier, such as
flattening rough lumber, because of their greater heft and easy-to-
grip knobs and handles. But
when it comes time for fine
handwork, I find Japanese
planes to be superior over
Western planes. Japanese
planes come in more sizes
and can even be ordered to
the size you want. As with
Western planes, Japanese
planes require prep work
and regular tune-ups. But on
the plus side, shaping the
sole of a wooden plane
takes a lot less effort than
lapping a metal tool. Be-
cause they are lightweight
and cut on the pull stroke,
Japanese planes are very
sensitive to the touch. And
finally, their thick irons are
easier to sharpen because
they are less prone to rock-
ing on a benchstone. 

There’s a mystique to
these tools, perhaps because
the secrets traditionally are
passed down from master to
student. A teacher certainly
helps. But if you enjoy the
challenge and satisfaction
that comes from hand-cut
joinery, you can learn to set
up a Japanese plane. Along
the way you will pick up an
appreciation for the tool. I
once heard someone say
that when you buy a new
Japanese plane, you’re real-
ly getting a Japanese plane
kit. That’s not too far from
the truth.

Because Japanese planes
have wooden bodies, a new one should be treated like the wood
selected for your next project. Let the plane body (called a dai) ac-
climate in your shop, the first step in conditioning. Try to leave it
alone for two to three months, with the iron and chipbreaker re-
moved. But if you can’t wait that long, leave it at least a week be-
fore beginning to work on it.

Some plane makers suggest that the body be soaked in linseed
oil to help seal it. I’ve compared bodies treated this way against
others that were not oiled and have come to the conclusion that it

really makes no difference. The wooden body, oiled or not, is sen-
sitive to changes in relative humidity.

A novice may spend several hours going through the condition-
ing procedure. Greater speed comes with practice. With experi-
ence, a new plane can be set up in about half an hour to an hour.
These are the steps in the most-efficient order (depending on the
maker, a new tool may require all or only some of these steps):

1. Correct, if necessary,
the edge profile and angles
of the iron.

2. Flatten the back (hollow-
ground side) of the iron.

3. Sharpen the iron’s bevel. 

4. Flatten and sharpen the
chipbreaker.

5. Tune the sole.

6. Fit the iron to the plane
body.

7. Fit the chipbreaker to the
iron and plane body.

8. Check the sole a final
time.

Remove the iron and
check the bevel angle
Like classic wooden planes
made in the West, the irons
of Japanese planes are re-
moved and adjusted using a
small hammer. Strike the
chamfer (create a chamfer if
your plane doesn’t have
one) on the upper back
edge of the body (see the
top photo on p. 70). 

The iron’s factory bevel is
about 25°. When installed in
the body, the relief angle
(behind the bevel) should
be between 5° and 10°. If

the relief angle is greater than that, the cutting edge will be thin
and hence weak. Too small a relief angle may cause the tool to ride
up on the bevel. If necessary, regrind the bevel with a coarse stone
or a slow-speed grinding wheel, being mindful not to introduce a
skew into the edge. Don’t hone the bevel with finer stones yet.

Flatten the back of the iron
As with a Western plane iron, the back of a Japanese iron must be
flattened. Because the back of the iron comes with a hollow grind,
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the job is easier because you don’t have to remove as much metal.
Flattening, however, may also require a slight reshaping of the iron
using a small hammer and anvil, which is not as scary as it sounds
(see the photos below). Hammers and anvils with rounded edges
are available for this task. Japanese irons are made of laminated
steel, with hard, tempered steel along the edge and softer steel be-
hind it, which helps absorb vibration and allows the iron to be
shaped safely by hammering.

To see whether the iron needs reshaping, rub the back across a
flat, 800-grit stone using even, light pressure, then examine the
scratch pattern for low areas. If there are any, rest the iron on an
anvil (with the bevel side facing you) and tap the low areas lightly.
Because the edge is brittle, tap only on the soft, gray metal behind
the lamination seam using the corner of the hammer. 

The blows should push out the low spots on the opposite side.
Place the iron back on the stone and make a few more light pass-
es with the iron at a slightly different angle. The new scratch pat-
tern will contrast with the first set and indicate whether the low
spots were raised. If the metal didn’t budge, tap harder and a little

closer to the edge but never on the hard steel lamination. Check
your progress frequently, and stop as soon as the scratch pattern
seems even. Eventually, a narrow flat land forms along the edge. It
need only be about 3⁄32 in. wide.

Lap the back through successive grits, up to a 6,000-grit or 8,000-
grit finish stone. When making the final passes on the finish stone,
work it only slightly wet and let the paste build up. This polished
flat land will get smaller with repeated sharpenings. After months
or even years, depending on the plane use and sharpening tech-
nique, the land will get narrower until only a sliver remains. To re-
create it, go back to the hammer and anvil and reshape the iron as
before. Take care to tap along the entire length of the bevel and
avoid the tendency to tap too much or too hard on the corners.
Doing so may produce a horseshoe-shaped iron.

Sharpen the bevel
Before sharpening the bevel, compare the width of the iron’s edge
to the width of the plane’s mouth. If necessary, grind the iron just
a hair narrower than the mouth opening. Begin working the bev-

Remove the iron and chipbreaker by tapping the back of the wooden
body with a hammer. The thumb exerts outward pressure on the chipbreaker
and senses when it breaks free. The grip also prevents the chipbreaker from
passing over the cutting edge of the iron and damaging it.

Place the iron on an anvil and hammer
lightly to reshape it. Because the iron is a
lamination of hard and soft steel, it will
bend without damage, as long as the edge
(hard steel) is not struck.

The striking edge of the hammer should have
a slight radius. Small, lightweight hammers used
for shaping the iron may be purchased from com-
panies that sell Japanese tools (see Sources on
the facing page).

F L AT T E N I N G  T H E  I R O N

Japanese vs. Western plane irons. The thicker
body of a Japanese iron (right) is easier to hone by
hand because it provides a more stable surface on
the benchstone.
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el on an 800-grit stone. To keep the stone from developing dips,
use the entire stone. To prevent rocking, skew the iron slightly to
the direction of travel. A skewed position effectively makes the
bevel wider and easier to control. I don’t recommend sharpening
jigs because the sensitivity and hand coordination learned in
sharpening is good training for using hand tools.

When a burr forms along the length of the edge, switch to the
next-finer stone. When the scratches from the previous stone are
gone, move up to the finish stone. After honing the bevel, flip the
iron and, with light pressure, hone away the burr. 

Work the chipbreaker
The chipbreaker is forged with a slight hollow, like the iron, and is
flattened using the same procedure. After the primary bevel (25°
to 30°) is done, use the finish stone to put a secondary (micro)
bevel of about 75° on the chipbreaker. The steeper bevel will
break the wood fibers during planing. Next, place the chipbreak-
er on top of the iron, just behind the edge. Squeeze them between
your fingers, hold them up to a light and examine from the rear.
Light must not peek through the front edge.

Shape the plane’s sole
Unlike Western planes, the soles of Japanese planes are not sup-
posed to be dead flat. Certain areas are flat while others are re-
lieved, creating a wavelike shape to the sole. This shape makes it
easier to keep the sole in tune because only small amounts of ma-
terial need to be removed for a tune-up. With a new plane, exam-
ine the body for twist. For this I use a pair of winding sticks. 

A number of tools can be used to work the sole: a cabinet
scraper, a chisel (with a scraping motion) or a small plane if the
body is severely twisted. Never use sandpaper. Grit can become

embedded in the sole. When it dislodges, the iron may be nicked.
Correct for twist first and remove as little material as possible. 

Next, condition the sole (see the top photos on p. 72). Start by
making a shallow relief cut on each side of the mouth. Removing
this section makes it easier to shape the rest of the sole. Two basic
sole profiles are used: one for rough and smooth planing and an-
other for jointing (see the drawings above). The depth of the 
relieved areas should be between 0.001 in. and 0.002 in. A feeler
gauge may be used to measure the relief angle. With only a little
practice, your eye will become accurate enough to judge the 

Check the relief angle
behind the bevel. The
iron’s factory bevel is
25°. The relief angle
should be between 5°
and 10°. 

S O L E  P R O F I L E S

Japanese handplanes produce very
little friction because only small
sections of the sole make contact with
the workpiece.

The back of a Japanese iron is hollow-
ground, which means only a small por-
tion needs to be honed away. An even
reflection of light indicates that the back
edge is flat.

The chipbreaker has
a 75° microbevel. This
steep edge breaks wood
fibers cut by the iron.

S O U R C E S  
O F  S U P P L Y

Japanese planes and
accessories are

available from these
sources:

HIDA TOOLS AND
HARDWARE

1333 San Pablo Ave.,
Berkeley, CA 94702

(800) 443-5512
www.hidatool.com

JAPAN
WOODWORKER

1731 Clement Ave.,
Alameda, CA 94501 

(800) 537-7820
www.japanwood

worker.com
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Remove 0.001 in.
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relief. A freshly shaped sole will be crisp at the front edge. Leave it
alone. A rounded edge or chamfer will encourage the plane to ride
up on loose shavings or sawdust instead of pushing them away. 

Fit the iron to the body
A Japanese plane iron is tapered about 2° throughout its thickness.
A corresponding groove is cut into the wooden body. The iron is
held in place by a wedging action of iron against wood, not the
chipbreaker (see the photos below). The fit will be too tight on a

new plane. It is up to the user to fine-tune the
wedge by removing wood along the ramp
where the iron rests and possibly also along
the groove.

First remove the metal retaining pin with a
pair of pliers. Check the width of the iron
against the width of the groove with a ruler or
dial caliper. I aim for a clearance of no more
than 1⁄32 in. If needed, widen the sides of the
groove using a narrow chisel or file. 

Next, liberally mark over the bevel side of
the iron with soft pencil, permanent marker or
calligraphy ink. Insert the iron into the body
and lightly tap it home four or five times using
a small hammer. Then remove the iron. The
black marks left behind signify high spots 
on the ramp. Use a chisel to scrape or pare
away the high spots; take whisker-thin cuts.
Repeat this process as many times as needed
until the cutting edge barely protrudes below
the sole. If too much material is removed, the
fit may become too loose. To remedy the
problem, glue a paper shim under the iron
and refit, if necessary. My students are often
surprised by how little wedging action is real-
ly necessary to hold an iron in place during
planing. Resist the urge to make the fit so tight
that it requires anything more than light taps
of the hammer to set the iron.

New planes sometimes come with no ap-
preciable mouth opening. If needed, widen the opening with a
chisel. A finish plane’s opening should be no wider than the thick-
ness of a piece of paper.

Fit the chipbreaker
Measure the mouth opening and compare it to the width of the
chipbreaker. If necessary, widen the opening so that the chip-
breaker will not bind. Insert the pin and tap the fitted iron into po-
sition. With four or five light taps of a small hammer, install the

S H A P I N G  T H E  S O L E

F I T T I N G  T H E  I R O N

With a chisel, make a shallow
relief cut on each side of the
mouth. This area needs to be re-
cessed anyway, and with the wood
removed, it will be easier to shape
the sole accurately.

Use winding sticks to check the
body for twist. Flatten the sole
with a plane or scraper.

Next, shape the sole. Use a
scraper or a scraping plane to 
create a very shallow recess be-
tween the front edge and mouth 
of the sole.

Check the width of the groove for the iron.
If necessary, use a chisel to widen it about 
1⁄32 in. more than the iron to prevent jams.

To fit the iron to the sole, shave the ramp
with a chisel. Black pencil marks indicate
high points, left after test-fitting an iron coated
with graphite.

Stop trimming the ramp when the iron can
be tapped into a working position. The iron
is firmly wedged against the ramp. It’s not held
in place by the chipbreaker.
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chipbreaker. The edge of the chipbreaker should seat just a hair
behind the edge of the iron. Chances are the chipbreaker won’t go
in far enough and will have to be flattened and refitted (see the
photos above). Remove it and the iron.

The chipbreaker rests atop the iron on three points: along the
cutting edge and on two back corners. Place it over the iron and
tap lightly on the chipbreaker’s back corners. If the chipbreaker is
not flat, it will rock, causing a rattling sound.

The next move depends on how the chipbreaker fits inside the
plane. On a new tool, the fit often is too tight. If so, place the chip-
breaker on the anvil and flatten the back corner that seemed high
when you checked for rock. Both may have to be hammered if the
fit is still too tight. (If a chipbreaker is too loose, do the opposite
and bend over the corners on an anvil.)

If you’ve hammered the corners nearly flat and the chipbreaker
still hangs up on the pin, put away the hammer. Find a file and go
to work on slimming the retaining pin. File evenly so that the en-
tire chipbreaker remains in contact with the pin when assembled.

Make a final check of the sole
By now it’s probably self-evident that Japanese woodworking and
instant gratification are mutually exclusive. But if all has gone well,
a reward is not far off. With a straightedge, check the sole one
more time. Sometimes, when the iron and chipbreaker are firmly
fitted, the plane body may bulge just behind the mouth. The bulge
may be relieved with a scraper, with the iron and chipbreaker in
place. Finally, use a chisel to cut a slight chamfer on the sharp
ramp behind the iron’s bevel. The chamfer will reflect light and
make it easier to see the edge when making depth adjustments. Set
the iron by tapping it with a hammer while sighting down the sole.
The angle of the iron may be adjusted slightly by tapping the sides
as needed. Always examine the chipbreaker’s position after ad-
justing the iron.

Take care of your plane
A stable environment, without extreme changes in heat and hu-
midity, goes a long way toward keeping a wooden plane true.
While this is not always practical, try to keep the plane out of direct

sunlight. When the plane is not in use, back off the irons so that the
wood doesn’t get compressed and lose its ability to hold the iron. 

Setting up a Japanese plane teaches one how to maintain it. For
those with patience, the reward is a good understanding of how
the tool functions. And the skill and sensitivity learned may spill
over into the use of other tools as well. �

Carl Swensson designs and builds furniture in Baltimore, Md. He is also a
teacher in Eastern and Western hand-tool techniques.

F L AT T E N I N G  A N D  F I T T I N G  T H E  C H I P B R E A K E R

Check that the chipbreaker is flat. Position
the chipbreaker over the iron and tap on the
corners to see whether it rocks.

Flatten (or roll over) the corners of the iron
to correct for rocking. Use the same hammer
and anvil used for bending the iron.

Hammering the chipbreaker may not be
enough. The metal retaining pin may have to
be filed down until the chipbreaker fits.

Learning to plane
on the pull stroke
Pulling, instead of pushing, a

handplane may seem as foreign

as driving on the left side of the

road. It takes some getting used to, no doubt about it. 

Begin by placing the heel of your right hand (reverse the

process if you’re left-handed) on the front section of the body,

near the center, and grip the sides of the body. With your left

hand, grab the iron between the thumb and forefinger and

place the other fingers on the back of the block. 

Using both hands, pull the plane across the work, keeping

downward pressure on the heel of the right hand. Pull at an

easy pace. As the front of the plane approaches the end of 

the stock, speed up the motion and whisk the plane off the

board in a straight line. Because the sole is concave, a slow

movement at the end of the stroke would cause the plane to

dive and take too deep a cut. 

Because of less weight and less momentum through 

the cut than a heavier metal plane, the Japanese plane tells

you more about the wood you are planing. With practice and

sensitivity, this helps your technique and results, especially

when working difficult grain.
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